
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Winner of Multiple Best Acting Awards 

including "Best Actor of the Year" Award at 

the Mediterranean Film Festival, "Best Actor" 

at the Red Corner Film Festival, and "Best 

Actor" at the Gold Movie Awards, Dustin 

Ardine started acting at the young age of 6. 

Classically trained, he has played a vast array 

of character and leading roles from 

Shakespeare to Tennessee Williams, in 

repertory theaters across the USA. He has also 

appeared in dozens of TV shows, 

Commercials, and Independent films. 

Born, Dustin Anthony Serrano, on August 24th 

1984, in Reno Nevada, to Richard Serrano, a 

postal worker and Tina Serrano, a Nurse. His 

grandfather, William Ardine, was a WWII 

veteran in the Air Force, who on his deathbed 

gave Dustin permission to use his last name in 

order to carry on his lineage. Ardine's recent 

ancestry includes Italian (where his 

grandfather was born in Abruzzi) & Romani 

(one of Ardine's maternal great-

grandmothers from Romania.) 

Ardine's parents divorced in 1988 when he 

was only 4. He spent his early years moving 

back and forth between households, 

catching the acting bug early as a way to 

escape his home life. He started performing in 

musicals and theatre shows in school and 

with local acting companies. Ardine's thirst for 

knowledge and drive to be the very best 

actor he could be lead him to study all the 

greatest industry teachers. He studied at the 

renowned Academy of Art University under 

the tutelage of Hollywood leading lady Diane 

Baker, and at the famed New York Film 

Academy in Los Angeles. 

At the age of 14 Dustin started training as a 

professional wrestler and stuntman. Being 

trained by the legendary Dory Funk Jr., as well 

as "The Phenomenal" AJ Styles. Ardine has 

wrestled all over the USA. At the young age of 

23 Ardine opened his very own successful 

professional wrestling organization in Reno 

Nevada, called "Pro Wrestling Destination" 

which he ran for nearly a decade. 

Ardine's first lead role in feature films was at 

only 21 years of age, in the independent 

horror film "Day of the Axe". Ardine has 

recently been seen starring in the Award 

Winning film "The Red Oak" and will next be 

seen starring in the upcoming films "Ariadne" 

and "Apathy Equals Death". 

A special day with Dustin Ardine 

Films at MEDFF: The Red 
Oak and To Let Her Go 

Dustin's career begins in our festival, through the 

movie The Red Oak in which he is the 

protagonist. It was impossible not to reward that 

wonderful movie, it was impossible not to 

understand immediately that Dustin already has 

the talent of the great men of cinema. After 

Medff arrives another film with Dustin: To Let Her 

Go. Once again, he proves to be a wonderful 

actor and for him the doors of success are 

opened. Because producers and directors start 

to notice and ask a lot of information about 

him. 
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Talking about Dustin Ardine is not very simple, because 

he turns out to be a multifaceted actor, he is capable 

of dealing with any kind of role that is entrusted to him 

by the director and he does it with the same grit of 

those who have the art of acting. In The Red Oak 

interprets a tough character, surrounded by ghosts and 

hallucinations. Suffering and depressive. He transmits 

each scene as if he was living in the first person. His 

expression and his look make him alive, impressive and 

majestic in his role. According to MEDFF judges, Dustin 

made the most difficult part in The Red Oak, the one 

with more difficulty and pathos. The opposite is the 

case of fil To Let Her Go, a love story with Dustin always 

protagonist. We would say that when a director 

chooses Dustin in a movie, this movie takes on quality 

and always has high chances of winning. In this latest 

film, TLHG, Dustin succeeds and remains in the role, 

though without shine as in The Red Oak, where he has 

the difficult task of keeping the weight of the entire film 

alone. Two different roles, different personalities and 

opposite genres. Yet Dustin gets into the character and 

gives us the impression that his greatest ability is to know 

each role with the right tenacity. 

Acting value 

Named after Oscar winning actor Dustin Hoffman, who 

was himself named after silent movie era actor Dustin 

Farnum. 

Speaks 3 languages: English, American Sign Language, 

and Romani. 

A constant method actor, he once gained 65 pounds for 

an unpaid role in a college play. Achieved this by 

drinking a full gallon of whole milk every day for 2 

months. 

His favorite sports teams are The Miami Dolphins, the L.A. 

Dodgers, The Pittsburgh Penguins, The Chicago Bulls, and 

the UNR Wolf Pack. 

Owned and operated his own Independent Professional 

Wrestling Organization in Reno Nevada called "Pro 

Wrestling Destination" from 2008-2015. 

First lead in a film was at age 23 in "Day of the Axe" 

(2007). 

His professional wrestling name is "The Dreamachine" 

Dustin Ardine. 

His favorite Professional Wrestler is Bret "The Hitman" Hart 

Among his other favorites is Ultimo Dragon, and 

Diamond Dallas Page. 

Is of Italian, Romani, and Native American ancestry. 

He has been acting since age 6 and professional 

wrestling since age 14. 

His grandfather William John Ardine was a world war II 

veteran of the 34th Army Air Offensive Air Unit in Europe. 

Was personally given career advise from Tom Cruise on 

the set of War of the Worlds (2005). 

Graduated from Greensburg Salem High School in 

Greensburg Pa in 2002. 

Trivia 
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